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R course - The basics: Evaluation results 

Course details 
This seminar addressed everybody who was interested in learning R from scratch. The 
workshop was also intended as a preparation for the advanced modules and courses in 
applied statistics and data analysis as well as data visualisation, which require some 
scripting skills. There was

• a little theory

• focus on technical aspects (not on interpretation)

• time for questions and answers

• hands-on training based on the requests you write in the comment field of the 

registration form. Feel free to approach us with your data 

Instructor: Guido Kraemer

Date: May 18-19, 2016

Detailed information is provided on the webpage: http://www.imprs-gbgc.de/index.php/
Courses/RCourse2016Basics

9 out of 12 participants filled in the survey by June 15, 2016.!
 

Survey results 
Please assess the course in general. 

The course stimulated my interest in this topic.

0%	 Disagree 
22%	 Neither agree nor disagree 
56%	 Agree 
22%	 Strongly agree !
I think that the level of difficulty of this course is appropriate.

44%	 Disagree 
44%	 Neither agree nor disagree 
11%	 Agree 
0%	 Strongly agree 
!
!
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I think the lecture were organized in a logical way.

0%	 Disagree 
0%	 Neither agree nor disagree 
78%	 Agree 
22%	 Strongly agree !
Overall, I am satisfied with this course.  

22%	 Disagree 
33%	 Neither agree nor disagree 
44%	 Agree 
0%	 Strongly agree !!
Which parts of the course were especially good (and why)?  

• The course clearly showed the basic workflow and the wide range of possibilities with R. 

The integration of the presentation in the direct application of R-Studio is very practical. 
• I got a nice insight in the logic behind the programm R studio 
• the interactive script/presentation was very useful qualified answers and help 
• the lecturer seems to have a consolidated knowledge about R and always asked for a 

feedback. 
• The structure of the presentation that was embedded in R-studio. 
• The plot part is quite useful and interesting. 
• presentations were very good, you could work with the script parts in the presentation 

and look at the presentation at the same time (very interactive) - good atmosphere during 
the course; lecturer explained everything in a calm and sympathetic way and asked about 
if we could understand it 

• The overall introduction was very well done, enough for people to delve into more specific 
parts of R without getting lost. 

• data processing !
Which parts of the workshop were not so good / not so fitting / not well enough 
presented? 

• The main problem is certainly the practical implementation of the content. Since this was 

a beginner course, a lot of the participants had never worked before with R. The 
development of the R scripts was done very quickly, so main capacities were used to 
retype them. By the consecutive steps sometimes moreover it was difficult to find 
problems (e.g. typographical errors). 

• I missed a little bit recapitulation of the learned and more time for exercises 
• detailed comments in the script were missing nice overview, what R can do, but for this 

short time it was too much input, if you have sparse experience with programming 
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• it was more an advanced course than a basic one in my opinion. basic course should 
start from the very beginning like the participants never heard about programming before. 
so maybe take more time to introduce to the program itself (like how to start, how does 
the program work, save files, open files, very basic commands, try to let the participants 
make easiest (!) 2 or 3 row programs) instead of answering advanced questions (should 
not be a part of a beginner course i think). advanced questions for break or advanced 
course. too much (advanced) input, so that many people get lost i think. just give an 
introduction to the program and show where we can get help. that should be enough for 
two days. the more (heavy) input comes, the more people get lost. 

• Sometimes the tasks were too quick to actually do then and understand the syntax. 
• As not so much students familiar with netcdf, so netcdf content present a little faster and 

most of students seems didn't quite understand it. 
• unfortunately the most of the students didn't respond if they understood it or not, it was 

the general mood of the course - the most of the students and I had trouble following 
everything that was said, sometimes the explanations were a bit too quick to process all 
the information in my head (esp. on the first day of the course), on the second day it was 
much better 

• Most of the lines of code in the script really need additional commentaries added. The 
existing ones also need to be more detailed. 

• figures plotting !
Do you have other suggestions for a future course? 

• Certainly it is not possible to dominate R completely in two days. In retrospect, it would 

have been helpful to study the presentation before the course to get an overview of the 
priorities and terms. Perhaps you should give this recommendation to the participants. 
Many R script templates are available on the Internet and some users (esp. beginners) will 
not create their complete own scripts. Maybe you should address the use and 
modification of such templates a bit more. 

• A suggestion would be not to go that much in detail (like difficult equations) but practise 
more often used commands in the scripts 

• for beginners a more detailed script would be recommandable, the "teacher" should try 
to explain everything from the viewpoint of the students 

• just more basics and less advanced content. just try to imagine that you never heard 
about R before :) 

• For some participants, a few slides/a pdf on the very basics that is distributed and 
recommended before the course takes part would be great. 

• Maybe it's better if there is more plotting exercise and tutorial time. 
• I think it would be a good option to first have the theory where you work with the 

interactive presentation and then to work on one example for the whole time, where you 
perform your calculations, plotting etc. (where you directly apply what you have learned) 
To include more comments in the script parts of the presentation would help understand 
better and would simplify rereading it at a later point.
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